
PRIVACY POLICY

This Privacy Policy applies to: www.BambolaLashes.com

Last update: October 1, 2021

Respect for your private life is of the utmost importance for Bambola Lashes, who is responsible for
this website.

This Privacy Policy aims to layout :

● the way your personal information is collected and processed. "Personal information"
means any information that could identify you, such as your name, your mailing address,
your email address, your location and your IP address. "Personal information" is a
synonym for "personal data" within the meaning of the Regulation 2016/679 of the
European Union (General Data Protection Regulation);

● your rights regarding your personal information;
● who is responsible for the processing of the collected and processed information;
● to whom the information is transmitted;
● if applicable, the website's policy regarding cookies.

This Privacy Policy complement the Terms and Conditions that you may find at the following
address:

https://www.bambolalashes.com/privacy-policy

1. COLLECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

We collect the following personal information:

● Last Name
● First name
● Mailing address
● Postal code
● Email address
● Phone and/or fax number



● Credit card number
● Gender
● Date of birth/age
● Social/ethnic background
● Medical information
● Preferences (literature, music, films...)
● Physical characteristics

The personal information we collect is collected through the collection methods described in the
following section.

2. FORMS AND METHODS OF COLLECTION

Your personal information is collected through the following methods:

● Website registration form
● Order form
● Survey form
● Contest
● Other:

Consent Forms
Covid/Health Forms

We use the collected data for the following purposes:

● Special offers
● Statistics
● Contact
● Managing the website
● Other:

Client Files

3. INTERACTIVITY



Your personal information is also collected through the interactivity between you and the website.
This personal information is collected through the following methods:

● Forum
● Comments
● Correspondence
● Information for promotional offers
● Other:

Publication of users on the website

We use the personal information thus collected for the following purposes:

● Statistics
● Contact
● Website management

4. COOKIES AND LOG FILES

We collect information through log files and cookies. These allow us to process statistics and
information on traffic on the Website, to ease navigation and improve your experience for your
comfort.

Under the General Data Protection Regulation (European Regulation 2016/679), the use of cookies
and log files that involves personal information saving and analysis requires your consent.

Your consent is considered to be valid for a maximum period of thirteen (13) months. At the end of
that period, we will ask again for your consent to save cookies and log files on your hard disk.

a) Cookies used by the Website

The cookie files used on the Website are the following:

● IP address
● Operating system
● Pages visited and queries



● Day and time of connection

The use of such files allows us to achieve the following purposes:

● Improvement of the service and personalized welcome
● Personalized consumption profiles
● Order tracking
● Statistical surveys
● Other:

Promotional purposes

By using the Website, cookies from the following third parties may be saved on your hard disk:

wixLanguage

XSRF-TOKEN

hs

svSession

SSR-caching

_wixCIDX

_wix_browser_sess

consent-policy

smSession

TS*

Session

fedops.logger.sessionId

The website also embeds sharing and social media networks buttons that allow you to share your
activity on the Website. Cookies and log files from the social media networks may be saved on your
computer when you use these features.

These websites have their own privacy policy and terms and condition that may be different than
ours. We invite you to look at the privacy policies and terms and conditions from these websites.



b) Objection to the use of cookies and log files by the Website

You have the right to object to the recording of these cookies and log files by configuring your web
browser.

Once you have deactivated cookies and log files, you may continue your use of the Website.
However, any malfunction resulting from this deactivation may not be considered of our making.

5. SHARING PERSONAL INFORMATION

We are committed to not selling to third parties or otherwise commercialize the personal information
we collect. However, we may share this information with third parties for the following reasons:

● Consumption profiles
● Order fulfillment
● Partnership
● Advertising

6. STORAGE PERIOD OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

The controller will keep in its computer systems, in reasonable security conditions, the entirety of the
personal information collected for the following duration: Indefinitely.

7. HOSTING OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

Our website is hosted by: Wix.com Ltd, located at the following address:

40 Namal Tel Aviv St., Tel Aviv 6350671, Israel.

The host may be contacted at the following phone number:
https://www.wix.com/contact?referral=article_0bdfcec6-a05e-4604-be55-cacd7e912259.



Personal information we collect and process is transferred to the following countries: Israel, Tel Aviv
District Jerusalem, Haifa, Beirut, Eilat, Petah Tikva.

The transfer of personal information outside of the European Union is justified by the following
reasons:

Depending on where the Headquarters are located.

8. CONTROLLER

a) Controller

The "Controller" is Wix.com Ltd. The Controller may be contacted as follows:

Wix will attempt to resolve any complaints regarding the use of your Users-of-Users Information in
accordance with this DPA and the Agreement.

The Controller is in charge of determining the purposes for which personal information is processed
and the means at the service of such processing.

If you wish to exercise the right to object or the right to withdraw, you must follow the procedure
described hereinafter:

Any questions regarding this DPA should be addressed to the Wix Data Protection Officer at
privacy@wix.com.

10. RIGHT OF ACCESS, OF RECTIFICATION AND OF REMOVAL

You have the right to consult, update, modify or request the removal of information about you by
following the procedure described hereinafter:

Data Subject Requests. Wix shall promptly notify you if Wix receives a request from a Data Subject to
exercise the Data Subject's right of access, right to rectification, restriction of Processing, erasure
(“right to be forgotten”), data portability, object to the Processing, or its right not to be subject to an
automated individual decision making (“Data Subject Request”), unless Wix is legally prohibited from
doing so. Wix shall assist you, in a timely manner, to the extent, you, in your use of the Service, do not
have the ability to address a Data Subject Request, by the appropriate measures and, as reasonably
possible (considering the nature of the relevant Processing), in the fulfilment of your obligation to



respond to a Data Subject Request under applicable Data Protection Laws, unless Wix is legally
prohibited from doing so.

If you have a personal account, you may request its removal by following the procedure described
hereinafter:

Deletion of Users-of-Users Information. Upon termination of your use of the Services or your written
request submitted through one of the methods detailed in the Privacy Policy, Wix shall delete your
Personal Data and related Users-of-Users Information as soon as reasonably practicable and
according to the Agreement and applicable laws.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Wix may retain Users-of-Users Information (or a portion of it), if
required under the Agreement or by applicable law or regulation (including applicable Data
Protection Laws); provided such Users-of-Users Information remains protected following the terms
of this DPA and applicable Data Protection Laws.

11. GENERAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO THE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF PERSONAL
DATA UNDER EUROPEAN REGULATION 2016/679

Following the provisions of Article 5 of European Regulation 2016/679, the collection and processing
of your personal data comply with the following principles:

● Lawfulness, fairness and transparency: your personal data may only be collected and
processed with your consent. Every time your personal data is collected, you will be
informed that your personal data is collected and for which reasons your personal data
is collected;

● Limits purposes: the data is collected and processed for one or more purposes set out
in this Privacy Policy;

● Data minimization: only personal data necessary for the purpose to which it is
necessary is collected;

● Storage limited in time: personal data is stored for a limited time, of which you are
notified;

● Integrity and confidentiality of collected and processed personal data: the Controller is
committed to guaranteeing the integrity and confidentiality of the collected personal
data.



In order to be lawful and to comply with Article 6 or European Regulation 2016/679, collection and
processing will only occur if one of the following applies:

● You have given your express consent;
● Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract;
● Processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation;
● Processing is necessary in order to protect your vital interests or those of another

physical person;
● Processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest

or in the exercise of official authority;
● Processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the

Controller or a third party.

12. ADDITIONAL RIGHTS PURSUANT TO EUROPEAN REGULATION 2016/679

In accordance with European regulations relating to the processing of personal data, you also have
the rights listed below.

In order for the Controller to grant your request, you must provide your first and last name, your email
address, and if relevant, your personal account or membership number.

The Controller must answer your request within a period of thirty (30) days.

a) Right to portability of personal data

You have the right to request the portability of your personal data held by the Website to another site
by following the procedure described below:

The website user must send a request to bambolalashes@gmail.com through email. Once we begin
the process, Wix will reply within 48 hours.

b) Right of not being the object of a decision based only on automated processing

In accordance with the provisions of the European Regulation 2016/679, you have the right of not
being the subject of a decision based solely on automated processing if the decision produces legal
affecting concerning you or significantly affects you.



c) Right to submit a complaint to the competent authority

In the event that the Controller does not answer your request, you wish to challenge his or her
decision or you believe one of your rights has been infringed upon, you have the right to submit a
complaint to the competent authority.

13. SECURITY

Personal information we collect is stored in a secured environment. People working for us are
obligated to respect the confidentiality of your personal information.

To ensure the security of your personal information, we use the following methods:

● SSL (Security Sockets Layer) Protocol
● SET (Secure Electronic Transaction) Protocol
● Access management - person authorized
● Access management - person concerned
● Network surveillance software
● Username/password
● Firewalls
● Other:

Wix values the security of our customers' information and we do everything in our power
to protect it.

Here's what we do to protect your information:
-Wix contracts security consultants to ensure the security of our user information. They
perform regular security audits and infiltration testing to maintain our ISO/PCI security
certifications. Any issues that are reported to our security team or raised during security
audits are resolved as soon as possible.
-Wix encrypts databases containing sensitive information, according to PCI standards,
to add additional protection of personally identifiable information. Our encryption
methods renders this information unreadable without a cryptographic key.
-Wix has a multiple-layer security architecture to help protect against 0-day security
issues.
-Wix's signup and login services are completed through a secure server. The information
provided to Wix in the signup process is secured via HTTPS/ SSL communication.
-Wix uses cryptography hash functions to protect your information. Your password is



stored as a hash digest and, in the event of a security breach, your original password
cannot be recovered from our servers.

We are committed to maintaining a high degree of confidentiality by integrating the latest
technological innovations that allow us to ensure the confidentiality of your transactions.
Nevertheless, no mechanism can ensure complete security and transmitting personal information on
the Internet always entails a part of the risk.

14. PERSONAL DATA OF MINORS UNDER EUROPEAN REGULATION 2016/679

In accordance with the provisions of Article 8 of Regulation 2016/679, only minors over 15 years of
age may consent to the processing of their personal data.

If you are a minor under the age of 15, the consent of a legal representative is required in order for
your personal data to be collected and processed.

We reserve the right to verify by any means that you are over 15 years of age or that you have
obtained the consent of a legal representative before using our Website.

15. CHANGES TO OUR PRIVACY POLICY

Our Privacy Policy may be viewed at all times at the following address:

https://www.bambolalashes.com/privacy-policy

We reserve the right to modify our Privacy Policy in order to guarantee its compliance with the
applicable law.

You are therefore invited to regularly consult our Privacy Policy to be informed of the latest changes.

16. ACCEPTANCE OF OUR PRIVACY POLICY

By using our Website, you certify that you have read and understood this Privacy Policy and accept
its conditions, more specifically, conditions relating to the collection and processing of personal
information, and the use of cookies.



17. APPLICABLE LAW

We are committed to respecting the legislative provisions as specified in:

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000, c 5; and/or

Act Respecting the Protection of Personal Information in the Private Sector, CQLR cP-39.1; and

General Data Protection Regulation, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and the
Council of 27 April 2016 for the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC.


